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Study Questions
1. What are the two purposes of the preflight inspection?

  ___________________________________________________________________________________

  ___________________________________________________________________________________

2. Airplane maintenance logbooks are required to be kept aboard the airplane when it is operated.

a) True
b) False

3. The preflight inspection should begin

a) while approaching the airplane on the ramp.
b) from inside the cockpit.
c) with a look under the engine cowling.

4. Why would a door that is hard to open or close, does not fit snugly, or the door latches do not engage 
smoothly be a cause for concern?

a) The pilots of messy aircraft are subject to penalties from the FAA.
b) The aircraft will not fly as efficiently.
c) Misalignment of the door or fuselage can be a sign of structural damage.

5. Which of the following would indicate a problem with the magnetic compass? (Check all that apply.)

  Compass instrument case full of fluid
  Bubbles in the compass fluid
  A 50/50 balance of air and fluid inside the compass

6. During preflight inspection, what should be the proper indications on the airspeed indicator, vertical speed 
indicator, and altimeter?

a) Airspeed = 75 kts, Vertical speed = 100 fpm, Altimeter = 0 feet
b) Airspeed = 0 kts, Vertical speed = 0 fpm, Altimeter = within 75 feet of field elevation
c) Airspeed = 0 kts, Vertical speed = 0 fpm, Altimeter = 0 feet

7. The presence of black oxide streaks around rivets is

a) normal, and should be on no concern.
b) indicative of a rivet that has worked free in its hole.
c) evidence of a probable fuel leak.
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8. Select the answers that make the following statements true.

 Most piston aircraft use  AVGAS / Jet Fuel  which is dyed with a faint color. The most common fuel 

used is dyed with the color  blue / straw . Aircraft piston engines certificated for grade 80/87   

may / may not  use 100LL but the reverse is  true / not true . Jet fuel is primarily for  piston / turbine  

engines and some new generation of  diesel-powered / electric  airplanes. Jet fuel introduced into 

AVGAS burning reciprocating engines has  improved performance / disastrous consequences . Using 

the proper, approved grade of fuel is  optimal / critical  for safe, reliable engine operation.

9. What is the best way to minimize the opportunity for water to condense in the fuel tanks?

a) Use rubber fuel tank seals and elastic fuel caps and vents.
b) Only fuel the aircraft in the mornings before the first flight of the day.
c) Fill the tanks completely after the last flight of the day.

10. Tires with sidewall cracks, bulges, or visible cords should be

a) considered unairworthy.
b) examined frequently for signs of additional wear and tear.
c) rotated carefully, and taxi speeds reduced for safety.

11. Which of the following would be cause for concern with the brakes and brake systems?  
(Check all that apply.)

  Wheels that move freely if aircraft is pulled with brakes released
  Unsecured fasteners and safety wires
  Signs of hydraulic fluid leakage
  Wheel fairing removed
  Rust and corrosion
  Brake pad wear or cracks

12. What is the purpose of the propeller spinner (cone-shaped point attached to center of spinning propeller)?

a) To channel air into the engine air intakes for better cooling
b) To balance the spinning propeller
c) To make the aircraft appear chic and more modern

13. A cracked spinner is ____________________.

14. Approximately ___________________ percent of all aviation accidents have been determined by the NTSB 

to have been caused by “failure of the pilot to...” As such, a reduction of these failures is the fundamental 

cornerstone to ___________________ and ___________________ management. 
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15. Risk management is

a) the process of eliminating any and all risks associated with a flight to ensure that there are no 
possibilities of an incident. 

b)  a formalized structured process for identifying and mitigating hazards and assessing the 
consequences and benefits of the accepted risk.

c)  Something that student pilots need to memorize in order to satisfy their instructor and pass the 
checkride.

16. Define the following terms

 Hazard__________________________________________________________________________

 Risk ____________________________________________________________________________

17. Risk assessment determines the ___________________ of risk and whether the degree of risk is 

___________________ the outcome of the planned activity.

18. Which of the following would mitigate the risk of a VFR pilot flying in marginal flight conditions?  
(Check all that apply.)

  Wait for the weather to improve to good VFR conditions.
  Fly low to the ground to avoid marginal flight conditions.
  Cancel the flight.
  Limit flight in the clouds to less than 30 seconds.
  Drive.
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Answers to Study Questions

1. to ensure that the airplane meets regulatory 
airworthiness standards

 to determine the airplane is in a safe mechanical 
condition prior to flight

2. b (false)

3. a

4. c

5.  Compass instrument case full of fluid
   Bubbles in the compass fluid
   A 50/50 balance of air and fluid inside the 
compass

6. b

7. b

8.  AVGAS 
blue 
may 
not true 
turbine 
diesel-powered 
disastrous consequences 
critical

9. c

10. a

11.   Wheels that move freely if aircraft is pulled 
with brakes released

  Unsecured fasteners and safety wires
   Signs of hydraulic fluid leakage
 Wheel fairing removed
   Rust and corrosion
   Brake pad wear or cracks

12. a

13. unairworthy

14.  85 
risk 
resource

15. b

16.  a condition, event, object, or circumstance that 
could lead to or contribute to an unplanned or 
undesired event

  the future impact of a hazard that is not 
controlled or eliminated

17.  degree 
worth 

18.    Wait for the weather to improve to good VFR 
conditions.

   Fly low to the ground to avoid marginal flight 
conditions.

    Cancel the flight.
   Limit flight in the clouds to less than  

30 seconds.

    Drive.
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